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ABSTRACT
By using device-to-device communication capabilities of smart-
phones, opportunistic networks promise to fill the gap of infra-
structure-based networks in remote areas, to support communica-
tion in disaster and emergency situations, as well as to enable new
local social networking applications. Yet, to become feasible in
practice and accepted by the users, it is crucial that opportunis-
tic communication is energy-efficient and that the load on mobile
phone batteries is evenly or fairly distributed among users.

In this paper, we deal with the imbalance problem of today’s
device-to-device communication technologies (Wi-Fi Direct, Blue-
tooth): the “host” of a connection consumes two to five times more
energy than a “client”. For a pair of connected nodes, we have pro-
posed a role switching scheme in previous work, in which we use
the distribution of the remaining connection/contact time to derive
an appropriate switching interval. Here, we lay the ground work
for extending this solution to groups of more than two nodes. We
first discuss several potential definitions of a group and its lifetime.
Based on these definitions, we analyze the distribution of group
lifetime in several real-world traces and show that, similarly to pair-
wise contact durations, group lifetimes obey a heavy-tailed distri-
bution. Finally, we discuss how to use this generalization to design
a role switching scheme for group connections, aimed at achieving
a more balanced energy consumption among group members.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
C.2.1 [Network Architecture and Design]: Wireless Communi-
cations
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1. INTRODUCTION
Today, most people carry mobile phones featuring technologies

like Bluetooth or Wi-Fi Direct, which allow device-to-device com-
munication. Using these technologies, two or more devices can ex-
change data whenever they are within mutual transmission range,
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State/Event Power/Energy STD

Wi-Fi Direct connected (station) 49.75 mW 3.90 mW
Wi-Fi Direct connected (AP) 231.92 mW 9.14 mW

Wi-Fi Direct connect (station) 3523.78 mJ 714.44 mJ
Wi-Fi Direct connect (AP) 1654.50 mJ 395.25 mJ

Table 1: Consumption of connection operations.

thereby forming an opportunistic network [1, 2]. Such opportunis-
tic networks were proposed as a solution to fill the gaps of the ex-
isting networking infrastructure in remote and rural areas [3], to en-
able communication when infrastructure breaks down during nat-
ural disasters [4], or to elude censorship. Moreover, opportunistic
networks can mitigate the pressure on infrastructure, caused by ex-
ponentially growing traffic demands, by offloading some traffic [5].

However, to make opportunistic networking feasible in practice,
users must accept to contribute, despite their resource constrained
phones. One critical challenge to achieving this is to minimize the
impact of device-to-device networking on battery lifetime. In a re-
cent study [6] of the energy consumption of Wi-Fi Direct, Wi-Fi
and Bluetooth (most commonly used technologies in opportunistic
networking), we showed that all of them are highly unbalanced in
the formation and maintenance of peer-to-peer connections. More
precisely, of two connected devices, the one that “hosts” the con-
nection incurs a much higher energy cost than the “client” device.
As shown in Table 1, the imbalance in energy consumption in Wi-Fi
Direct is significant, as the host device consumes nearly five times
as much as the client device. This is similar for other technologies,
as well as for group connections of more than two devices.

An intuitive remedy for the above problem is to periodically al-
ternate the hosting role among the participating devices; we refer
to this as role switching. While the concept of role switching is
straightforward, implementing it engenders a complex fairness–
efficiency trade off. On the one hand, there is a non-negligible
one-time cost associated with switching roles (i.e. “rebuilding” the
connection(s)), which for the sake of efficiency imposes a mini-
mum time to stay connected before switching. On the other hand,
the time-frame of a connection opportunity is limited in opportunis-
tic networks, which may require very frequent role switching to
achieve a desired balance1 in the energy consumption of individual
devices. Thus, working out a good switching schedule to solve this
trade off poses significant challenges.

In [6], we proposed a solution to this fairness–efficiency trade
off, for the simple case of connections between two devices only
and the goal of “equal share” fairness. Using the fact that the dura-
tion of pairwise connections (or contacts) in opportunistic networks
follows a power law distribution [1], we derived a closed-form ex-
pression for the distribution of the remaining contact duration (de-

1This is determined by the chosen fairness definition.



H06 ETH SF

# pairwise contacts 128 971 22 958 1 339 273
# nodes 78 20 536
scanning interval 2min 2 s 30 s

Table 2: Contact traces.

pending on the elapsed contact duration). Given this remaining
contact duration, as well as the costs of switching and of maintain-
ing the connection, we can easily calculate a fair and efficient role
switching interval. Applying this to real connection traces shows a
reduction in the energy required for role switching by up to 92%,
compared to a static role switching interval, while maintaining a
good level of fairness.

In this paper, we build the foundations for extending our role
switching solution to group connections, where more than two de-
vices are in contact with each other. To this end, we first define
a group and its lifetime; we then analyze real-world contact traces
from the perspective of group contacts (rather than pairwise), and
find that the heavy tail property holds in this case as well. Similarly
to the pairwise case, this implies that a node’s remaining member-
ship time in a group increases with the elapsed membership time.
Based on this analysis, we explain how to adapt our role switching
scheme, originally designed for pairs, to groups.

2. GROUPS AND THEIR LIFETIMES
Most studies of mobility-induced connection opportunities or

contacts among nodes focus on pairs of nodes, under the assump-
tion that the network is so sparse that the formation of larger groups
is highly unlikely [1, 7]. They typically study inter-contact times,
which are the most significant delay component in transporting
data, and to a lesser extent contact durations. The few works that
consider group contacts analyze the group formation process and
the size distribution [8] or deal with routing over such groups [9].
There is, however, no work on precisely defining a group at a mi-
croscopic level, nor on group lifetime properties.

In opportunistic networks, nodes are likely unaware of any neigh-
bors beyond the first hop, since connection opportunities are as-
sumed to be short and must be primarily used for exchanging data,
rather than control information. Thus, defining groups based solely
on each node’s local view is the most convenient approach. How-
ever, for the purpose of our role switching scheme, all the nodes
of a group will need to collectively and periodically decide on who
is/are the next host(s) for that group’s connections. With this in
mind, we adopt a global view of groups: A set of nodes form of
group at time t, if they all belong to the same connected component
at that time. To extract such groups and their dynamics from con-
tact traces2, we keep track of all available groups at each time point
(event) of the trace. For illustration simplicity, we assume here that
each group is a clique, such that only one host node is needed in
any group. Relaxing this assumption is part of our ongoing work.

Based on this group definition, there are several possible ways
to measure and define group lifetime. Since groups are highly dy-
namic in opportunistic networks, deciding when and how to re-
set the lifetime of a group is crucial, with major implications on
the efficiency and fairness of role switching. In particular, as ex-
plained in the introduction, role switching only starts being use-
ful after a minimum connection time tmin (to balance the one-time
cost of switching), and has increasing chances of achieving fair-
ness with increasing connection lifetime. We discuss below two
possible group lifetime definitions, indicating their pros and cons.

Composition time. One of the simplest ways to define group

2Typically recorded as a sequence of contact 4-tuples giving the
two communicating nodes, a contact start time, and its end time.
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Figure 1: Group lifetime definition overview.

lifetime is to restart time whenever the composition of the group
changes (i.e. a node arrives or leaves). These times will naturally
be shorter than pairwise contact times, as two nodes in contact will
restart the time whenever a third node comes into contact. Short
group lifetimes have obvious drawbacks for the purpose of role
switching. To illustrate this, consider a long pairwise contact, often
“perturbed” by short connections to some random third node. This
results in short group lifetimes dictated by the short third node con-
nections, with any memory of the long contact between the original
two nodes erased at every new event. In this case, any role switch-
ing scheme will most of the time be waiting for the minimum con-
nection time tmin to elapse, instead of trying to achieve long term
even energy consumption by profiting from long connection times.

Minimal membership time. Let the membership time of a sin-
gle node be the total time a node is member of a group (i.e. con-
nected to any node until it is alone again). Then, the minimal mem-
bership time of a group is defined as the minimum over all the mem-
bership times in the group. Taking this as a measure of a group’s
lifetime is more suited to our purpose of role switching: it ensures
that group lifetime is restarted when a new node joins (for the sake
of fairness), but not when a node departure event restores the group
to a previous state. In the above example, a role switching algo-
rithm can pick up where it left off every time the short connection
to a third node is broken.

Fig. 1 illustrates the above two definitions of group lifetime. The
three horizontal lines at the top represent the time each of three
nodes, n1, n2 and n3, are present at some common location. As-
suming they come in contact with each other when they are simul-
taneously present at the location, the graph underneath shows how
group lifetime evolves over time, for each definition.

With clear definitions of groups and their lifetimes, we can now
attempt to predict remaining group lifetime, based on the age of
the group. Such a prediction is invaluable in the design of a good
role switching scheme, as explained in the introduction. To do so,
we analyze the distribution of group lifetime in real-world con-
tact traces. We chose traces that are frequently used in oppor-
tunistic networking research: the Haggle 2006 trace (H06), col-
lected during the three days of the Infocom conference in 2006 [7],
and the ETH trace (ETH) collected on the ETH Zurich campus in
2005 [10]. We also use the San Francisco taxicab trace (SF), rep-
resenting GPS position recordings for over 500 taxicabs over a pe-
riod of a month [11]; the contacts in this trace are inferred based
on a conservative transmission range of 30m. The characteristics
of these datasets are summarized in Table 2.

For all these traces, we used the methods described in [12] (i.e.
maximum likelihood (ML) for fitting, maximum likelihood ratio
for comparison of fits, Kolmogorov-Smirnov for goodness-of-fit
etc) to identify the most likely type of distribution for our group
lifetimes, among the usual exponential, power law, truncated power
law etc. We found that a Pareto distribution is the best fit for both
the composition and the minimal membership time (Fig. 2).
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(b) SF taxi cab trace (SF).
Figure 2: CCDF of min. membership and composition time

3. ROLE SWITCHING DISCUSSION
Given the above definition(s) of a group and its lifetime, we are

now better able to tackle our original goal of fairness in the en-
ergy consumption of connected groups. For the sake of simplicity,
we focus here on simple, “equal share” fairness, where each node
ideally uses the same amount of energy on the long term.

As mentioned in the introduction, the challenge of any role switch-
ing scheme is to find a good trade off between frequent switches
(inefficient, due to one-time switching costs) and rare switches (risk-
ing unfairness, due to limited group lifetime). Since node mobil-
ity and, hence, group lifetimes are non-deterministic, the switch-
ing interval must be re-evaluated at each switch, according to the
predicted remaining group lifetime. As shown in [6], for a Pareto
group lifetime, the remaining group lifetime CDF after telapsed is:

FT(t) = 1 − (
telapsed

telapsed + t
)

α

. (1)

We can then use, for example, the median as a prediction of a
typical remaining group lifetime, which is given as:

tmed = telapsed ⋅ (2
1
α − 1) . (2)

As shown in Fig. 3, the median remaining group lifetime in-
creases linearly with the groups age (elapsed contact time). Thus,
the hosting role should be passed on to the next node after tmed

n in a
group of n nodes to achieve equal time shares.

However, a role switch incurs a non-negligible energy cost to the
group of n connected nodes (1 host and n − 1 clients) of:

Eswitch = EHC
+ ECH

+ (n − 2) ⋅ ECC ,

where EHC is the cost to switch from host to client, ECH from client
to host and ECC for one client to switch between two hosts. Thus,
for a switch to make sense from the perspective of the whole sys-
tem, the global imbalance in consumed energy among the nodes
must be at least equal to Eswitch. The global imbalance after a time
telapsed is the extra energy the host invested in order to keep the sys-
tem connected. This amounts to telapsed ⋅(PH

−PC), where PH is the
host power and PC the client power3.

Summarizing, the minimum time after which it makes sense to
switch is tmin =

Eswitch
PH−PC , which implies

tswitch = {

tmed
n , if tmed

n > tmin

tmin , else.
(3)

This simple algorithm we sketched works for the intuitive “equal
share” fairness. Adapting it to other definitions of fairness, such as
the metric of Jain et al. [13], is part of our ongoing work.
3For Bluetooth, where the clients use more energy than the host [6],
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(a) Haggle trace (H06).
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Figure 3: Median of remaining lifetime depending on the time
already connected.

4. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
Energy-efficient operation is a key prerequisite for user accep-

tance of opportunistic device-to-device communication. One is-
sue with widespread device-to-device communication technologies
is their uneven energy consumption among connected devices, in
function of their roles (host or client). This can be solved by peri-
odically switching roles during contacts. In order to design efficient
role switching schemes, in this paper, we defined and analyzed the
lifetime of groups of connected devices. Based on the type of group
lifetime distribution found in real-world contact traces, we sketched
a simple role switching scheme aimed at achieving even energy
consumption among the connected nodes of a group. In continu-
ation of this work, we are evaluating the proposed role switching
scheme, as well as investigating other potentially interesting ways
of sharing energy consumption among connected nodes.
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